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Association pour la protection du Lac Heney
Association for the protection of Lake Heney

Directors’ Meeting
7:00 pm, October 26, 2009

Hartman’s Grocery, 
Somerset Street, Ottawa

Minutes

Attendance
Present: Absent:

Charles Gaudreau, Chair 
Shawn Aaron Gerry Holt Ray Moffatt
Kevin Bell Denis Levesque Allan O’Brien
Andrée Bertrand Colin McCorriston Pierre Séguin
Allan Darling Tom McKenna Joan Traversy
Don Ford Erin Stratton Gerry Webb
Foundation: John Rayner

1. Introductions
Andrée Bertrand was welcomed as a new Director.

2. Approval of the Agenda 
The Agenda was adopted as circulated.  

3. Minutes of previous meetings
Minutes of the meeting held on June 8, 2009 were approved on a motion by Don Ford, seconded by 
Gerry Holt.  Minutes of the AGM held on August 23, 2009 were approved on a motion by Don Ford, 
seconded by Gerry Holt.

4. Business Arising from previous meeting
 High Speed Internet access: attempts to reach officials at Bell have not met with any

success. A watching brief will be maintained in an effort to build a business case.  Bell’s 
approach requires one to be within 5 km of a switching station while Rogers was not 
interested in adding another tower for a wireless option. A rocket stick may work in some 
locations around the lake at higher ground and without foliage interference.  Another 
option is satellite but this is expensive.

5. Treasurer’s Report
Denis: dues received from 164 for $4,315.  With approximately 30 members not replying, a second 
mailing will take place shortly.  The bank account currently stands at $7,400.

6. Association Committees
a. Comité paritaire 
Kevin Bell reported that the latest results from Dr. Carignan show an increase in the average 
total phosphate concentration of almost 3 ug/L during September and is now 17.9 ug/L.  
Comparing the mid-August readings for the past 4 years, TP levels at most depths in 2009 
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were about the same as in 2008, i.e. 50% of comparable readings before the treatment.  
Regular monitoring was carried out on October 22 and Dr. Carignan and his team will be 
returning later in the month to take benthic and sediment samples and look at key tributaries.

A blue-green algae bloom was noted at the south end and samples were taken to Dr. Pick at 
the U of Ottawa.  Both Dr. Pick and Dr. Carignan indicated that this is a localized bloom which 
does not appear worrisome as they occur on almost any lake of the size of Heney in autumn.  
Tests on samples from June and July showed that concentrations of cyanobacteria are 
exceedingly low using a sensitive test, i.e. less than 1 nanogram per liter (the Canadian drinking 
water standard is 1000X higher at 1.5 ug/L). 

With the higher than anticipated levels of phosphorus the importance of continuing to monitor 
the lake was emphasized as it takes three years for a pattern to begin to appear.  If TP levels 
are above 18 ug/L at the Fall turnover, the Quebec government could be approached about 
what more could be done, with the focus being on the health of lake rather than legal liability.  
If levels are below 18 ug/L this Fall, it will be up to Foundation Executive to determine the 
role of the Comité paritaire.

The Envir-Eau & Fondex accounts are still not settled.  Tom McKenna agreed to contact the 
company principles again to try to get the outstanding issues settled.

b. Communications
Gerry Holt indicated that the Heather Gaudreau, Ray Moffat and Beth Green have agreed to 
serve on the Communications Committee.  They are looking into articles for the website such 
as water testing and green products.  Changes have been made to the website to cast the lake 
in a more positive light, with less emphasis on the problems experienced because of the fish 
farm.  The Committee is also approaching the U of O to see if a history student would 
undertake a history of the lake.  Mike Heney has offered to help with its early history.
  
Interactive communications via the website are under consideration.  This includes items such 
as: a suggestion box, a discussion forum and an RSS link (to automatically notify subscribers 
of new items on the website).  A member survey and a plan for the communications committee
are also under consideration.

The Executive had intended to have an electronic Bulletin about the municipal elections but 
there was not enough time to get candidate information.  The President agreed to prepare 
something short that would at least urge members to vote.

c. Environment
Erin Stratton reported that although not many surveys were returned after the AGM, most 
did very well.  The survey questions and answers along with the information on the
environmental products will be posted on our website.

The question of whether there is a Eurasian milfoil weed problem in the lake was raised.  
There does not appear to be as much in Heney as in other lakes in the area?  This may be
because there’s limited public access.  The possibility of a survey of the lake next summer to 
see if there is a problem will be considered in the spring.
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d. Social
Colin McCorriston noted that Amy Holt, Wendy Robbins and Andrée Bertrand had volunteered 
for the Social Committee.  He would like to see a Suggestion Box on the website to generate 
ideas.  Possible activities suggested were a canoe/kayak & BBQ event next summer as well as a 
Ski Day this winter and a joint golf tournament with the Friends of Lake Pemichangan. 
Members could be polled via e-Bulletin to see if there is support for these or other initiatives.

e. Municipal Affairs
It was noted that 76% of Gracefield’s revenue comes from cottages.  The fiscal inequality of 
services is of ongoing concern.  Some Directors had received their ballots for voting by 
correspondence on Monday but, since they needed to be returned by Friday, sending them by 
priority post was urged.

Regarding the Interim Control Regulation on shoreline protection within the MRC (from which
Lake Heney and Maniwaki are exempted), there have been a number of articles in the local 
press and a groundswell from various associations about changing the regulation.  The MRC has 
agreed to provide information in both official languages and several associations have or will 
have info meetings with MRC representatives this fall.  The President will try to attend at 
least one of these.

The MRC has indicated that a similar regulation will be prepared for Lake Heney.  Before 
deciding on a strategy, Directors will need to know what the impact will be, for which an 
English summary is needed.  The President has been in touch with some other Associations.  
Pemichangan is supportive of new RCI.  Their President will be invited to attend an upcoming 
meeting of our executive.

New assessments should be available soon; cottagers can expect a 30% increase but how it will 
be phased in is still being discussed.  Questions raised included “What are we getting in 
return?” and “How do we want the money spent?”.  

7. Other Business
 Baie de la Mine access road: discussion was deferred to the next meeting.  The 

Association may be asked to take a position on whether a road should be built giving 
access from the south end (Chemin Lemens).

8. Date of the next meeting.
December 7, 2009

The meeting adjourned at 9:15 pm.

KAB
2009-11-2

Action Items:
 Envir-Eau, Fondex accounts (Tom McKenna)
 Interim Control Regulation – English summary


